Infor Barcode helps you
streamline your operations and
meet customer demands in a
cost-effective way.

INFOR BARCODE FOR
CONSUMER PACKAGING
AND DISTRIBUTION
DO BUSINESS BETTER.
Companies in the consumer packaging and distribution arena deal with a difficult balancing
act—meeting customer demand while delivering product in a cost-effective, profitable way. This
balancing act requires you to take advantage of the benefits that technology can offer. And that’s
where Infor™ Barcode comes in—it's an elegant solution that provides essential, real-world
functionality within a user-friendly interface.
Consumer packaging and distribution manufacturers must jump through many hoops—demand
shifts, consumer fragmentation, shorter product life cycles, private label competition, rising
retailer demands and increasing regulation. Success means satisfying customer requirements
while improving margins and cash flow. Let Infor Barcode bring back the balance, managing your
toughest scenarios while you enjoy a simplified supply chain and a hefty bottom line.

LEVERAGE EXPERIENCE.

THERE IS A BETTER WAY.

Infor has more than 20 years of experience in helping
comsumer packaging and distribution manufacturers do
business better. We've helped hundreds of companies
streamline their supply chain, take control of their
manufacturing processes, and add to their bottom line.
We can help your company achieve the same results
with Infor Barcode.

At Infor, we work with a core belief. We believe in the customer.
We believe that the customer is seeking a better, more
collaborative relationship with its business software provider.
And a new breed of business software: created for evolution,
not revolution. Software that's simple to buy, easy to deploy,
and convenient to manage. Our 70,000 customers in more
than 100 countries stand with us. We look forward to your
sharing in the results of our belief. There is a better way. For
additional information, visit www.infor.com.

GET BUSINESS SPECIFIC.
Not only does Infor Barcode offer improved accuracies and
user efficiencies, but it also brings the speed, flexibility, and
agility required for success in today’s tough consumer
packaging and distribution marketplace.

With Infor Barcode, you're positioned to:
• Anticipate and manage sudden supply and
demand changes
• Move products and information more quickly through the
supply chain
• Track total traceability
• Reduce inventory and cycle times by setting up Kanban
production lines and pull production techniques
• Control process manufacturing
• Manage roll stock
• Quantify butt rolls

SEE RESULTS NOW.
Infor Barcode helps you streamline your operations and meet
customer demands in a cost-effective, profitable way. With
Infor Barcode, your consumer packaging and distribution
manufacturing operation get the speed and agility it needs
to compete effectively in a tight marketplace with razor
thin margins.
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